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BAGNODESIGN’s carefully curated collections combine directional design with expert craftsmanship for 
simply stunning bathrooms that stand the test of time.

From brassware, basins and bathtubs to showers, bathroom furniture and accessories, BAGNODESIGN 
has everything you need to create a bespoke retreat that suits your unique design aesthetic and meets 
your lifestyle needs.

With a wide range of products sourced from over 70 exclusive brands from all over the world, from 
leading international manufacturers and cutting-edge design houses to family-owned artisanal 
workshops, our inspirational solutions represent the ultimate in quality, choice and innovation.
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|  Revolution |  Metreaux

|  Revolution 

A Revolution in bathroom styling, our industrial-inspired collection combines directional design with expert 
craftmanship and exquisite detailing. With beautiful brassware in five different finishes, the Revolution range 
is guaranteed to infuse your space with edgy, on-trend style. 

Unique yet incredibly versatile, the Revolution brassware collection comprises a choice of basin, bath and 
shower mixers, valves and shower slide rails, all available in Anthracite, Lacquered Zanzibar, Matt Black, 
Brushed Nickel or Chrome finishes. For added retro appeal, complete the look with the distinctive contours 
of the Revolution reversible countertop sink in black or white ceramic.

REVOLUTION
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|  Revolution |  Sorrento
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|  Revolution |  Mezzanine |  Options Round

|  Revolution |  Toko |  Harlem
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|  Tuscany |  Revolution |  Dream

| Tuscany |  Revolution 
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|  Alpine |  Toko 

Inspired by the understated beauty of the Japanese aesthetic, Toko’s sleek lines are the perfect 
complement to a contemporary bathroom retreat. Available in four distinct finishes – Chrome, Brushed 
Nickel, Lacquered Zanzibar and PVD Gold – the Toko collection includes basin, bath and shower mixers, 
shower heads and a wide range of accessories. Complete the look with the soft curves of the Toko 
washbasin, WC and bidet, all in white ceramic.

TOK
O
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|  Toko |  Alpine

|  Toko |  Boudoir |  Alpine |  Options Round 
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|  Toko |  Society |  Tuscany 
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|  Toko |  Society

|  Toko |  Core
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|  Zephyr |  Boudoir |  Alpine

|  Zephyr

|  Zephyr

Delivering a fresh perspective to bathroom design with strong angular lines and directional styling, Zephyr 
is the ideal choice for an ultra-modern bathroom aesthetic. Coordinating brassware, sanitaryware and 
accessories makes it easy to achieve a standout look: opt for Zephyr brassware in a Matt Black finish for 
striking minimalism, a Chrome finish for a Scandi vibe, or PVD Gold to switch it up to ultra-luxe. ZEP

HY
R
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|  Zephyr |  Harlem |Stratos
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|  Zephyr

|  Zephyr |  Mezzanine 
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|  Zephyr |  Funktion |  Sl im Line

|  Zephyr |  Stratos
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|  Koy |  Ovale |  Argo

The sculptural simplicity of Koy infuses contemporary bathroom spaces with effortless elegance. 
Sleek lines and soft curves combine for timeless style; try Koy brassware in Matt Black, Chrome or 
Brushed Nickel with a Koy ceramic basin, available in a wide range of colours including Matt Black, 
Matt White, Matt Grey, Matt Pink and Matt Green, for seriously on-trend styling.

KOY



|  Koy |Toko |  Perseo

|  Koy |  Harlem |  Ombra
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|  Koy |  M-l ine

|  Koy |  M-l ine
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|  Koy |  Society |  Alpine |  Perseo
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|  Koy |  Toko |  Alpine

|  Koy |  Toko
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The contemporary M-Line collection has been perennially popular since it was first introduced by 
BAGNODESIGN several years ago. With new products added to the range annually to ensure it continues 
to work across a wide range of on-trend looks, M-Line is as versatile as it is durable. Offered in a range of 
finishes to make it compatible with different signature styles, choose from M-Line brassware in Chrome, 
Lacquered Zanzibar, Brushed Nickel, Matt Black or Brushed Copper for a look as unique as you are.M-

LIN
E

|  M-Line

|  M-Line |  Zephyr
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|  M-Line
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|  M-l ine 

|  M-l ine 
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|  Harlem |  Zephyr

|  Harlem |  Revolution |  Corsair |  Options Round 

Capture the essence of New York Loft Living with the design-led Harlem collection. Juxtaposing warm 
American Oak with Matt Black to striking effect, the Harlem range represents metropolitan styling at its 
very best. The versatile range includes mounted vanity units, open and closed cabinets and countertops, 
enabling numerous configurations to suit the dimensions of different spaces. The collection also includes 
an Illuminated LED Mirror with Back Lighting, Countertop and Wall Mounted Washbasins in Matt White 
and Matt Black, a stunning Walk-in Shower Panel, and a range of coordinating accessories.

HARLEM
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|  Harlem |  Revolution |  Mezzanine |  Sl im Line

|  Harlem |  Revolution |  Stratos
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|  Harlem |  Zephyr
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|  Harlem |  Zephyr |  Ombra |  Stratos
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The ultimate in hotel-chic, the Alpine range is a versatile solution designed to work across diverse design 
aesthetics, from Modern Minimalist through to Maximalist Opulence. With no less than 26 basins, four 
counter shelf options in different sizes and eight different finishes to choose from, Alpine allows you to 
create the ultimate luxury bathroom to your unique specifications. As durable as it is beautiful, the range 
features reinforced joints for superior load bearing capacity and a made-to-fit bracket for easy ‘hand-
in-glove’ installation. With each piece handmade to order by skilled artisans, superior attention to detail 
comes through, with the vein running through each tile matched exactly during the cutting process for 
a seamless effect. 

ALPINE

|  Alpine |  Argo
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|  Alpine |  Toko

|  Alpine |  Toko
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|  Alpine |  Koy |  Ibiza |  Sl im Line
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|  Dogma Rovere |  Toko |  Society

|  Form |  Seven
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A global leader in modern designer bathroom furniture, Ideagroup is known for its dynamic approach 
to affordable design, underpinned by rigorous technological innovation and an eye for detail. Guided by 
a commitment to quality and adhering to the principles of local production, Ideagroup offers stunning 
contemporary bathroom furniture solutions in a range of on-trend finishes.

IDEAGROUP



|  Dolcevita |  Mezzanine
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|  Dolcevita |  Toko |  Society
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|  Cubik Essenza |  IMO

| Cubik Essenza |  IMO
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|  Core |  L ira |  |  M-l ine |  Perseo

The Galassia range of high-end ceramic sanitaryware combines Italian heritage with an innovative design 
aesthetic that adds distinctive style to contemporary bathroom aesthetics. Unique shapes, finishes and 
on-trend colour palettes breathe new life into bathroom styling with a directional range of ceramic 
basins, WCs, bidets, cabinets and accessories. GA

LA
SS

IA
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|  Core |  Vaia

|  Core |  M-l ine |  Alpine |  Perseo
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|  Dream |  M-Line

|  Dream 

|  Core |  Meta
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|  Core |  Toko |  Alpine 
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|  Seven |  Zero

|  Lira |  Core

Innovation and technological expertise, combined with production excellence and sleek Italian design are 
what makes Italian brand Nobili stand out. Known for a pioneering approach to water and energy saving, 
the Nobili brassware collection is created with sustainability at its heart, meaning that Nobili products will 
not only make your space look stunning but also help to conserve the planet’s valuable natural resources.NO

BIL
I
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|  Seven |  Zero

|  Lira |  Core
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|  Axent.One

|  Axent.One

Created by the noted Italian architects and designers, Matteo Thun and Antonio Rodriguez, AXENT.ONE 
takes innovation in the bathroom to an entirely new level. With a series of automated functions activated 
by a single control panel, the AXENT.ONE delivers the ultimate in comfort and convenience.AX

EN
T
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|  Garda |  Teatro
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|  Corsair |  Ibiza

SP
A &

 W
ELL

NE
SS For the ultimate in bathroom bliss, create a spa at home with our wide range of whirlpool baths, rain 

showers, steam rooms and rejuvenating chromotherapy solutions. Soak away stress with an ISO 9001 
standard compliant whirlpool bath customised to your exact specifications; with up to 42 air and 
water jets to choose from, all conveniently controlled from a central console, the ideal underwater 
massage is literally at your fingertips. Add a spa shower with a range of functions, including Wide 
Rain, Cascade, Rain Waterfall and Mist, for a truly sensory experience designed to reinvigorate the 
mind, body and soul.
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|  BagnoSpa

|  Dream
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|  Annabel le |  Revolution

|  Urban |  Toko

BATHING
The ultimate ingredient for a bathroom that evokes hotel-style luxury, a freestanding bathtub is a stunning 
focal point that works with any aesthetic whilst enabling unique layouts and creative configurations. 
Designed for deep soaking, a freestanding tub turns a bathroom into an inviting retreat, a private space 
to relax, recharge and forget about the stresses of the day.
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|  Nara |  Revolution

|  Kobe |  Revolution
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|  Seine |  Toko

|  Argo |  Toko |  Koy 

MI
RR

OR
S A perfectly placed bathroom mirror amplifies aesthetic impact whilst reflecting light to make your 

bathroom look more spacious. Opt for a mirror with integrated lighting for functionality, or a backlit 
mirror to add drama and an extra wash of illumination. From circular contours, geo forms and rectangular 
shapes, our collection features a choice of different designs and sizes that work well in contemporary 
and classically-styled bathroom spaces, with a range of finishes to complement your brassware.
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|  Rok |  Ibiza |  Core |  Options Round 

|  Perseo |  M-l ine
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|  Tr iple |  Malabar

|  Castore |  M-l ine|  Malabar 
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OUR SHOWROOMS

Abu Dhabi - BAGNODESIGN
Moza Al Mazroui Building, 1026 W/i, Estiqlal Street 
+971 2 628 2800
info@bagnodesign.ae

Abu Dhabi - AQUAZONE
Building 361, Shop 6 Fatima Bin Mubarak St 
+971 2 633 9518
info@aquazone.ae

Al Ain - AQUAZONE
Al Otaiba Building, First Street Batha Al Hayer, Sanaiya 
+971 3 766 3300
info@aquazone.ae

Dubai - BAGNODESIGN
Exit 45, Sheikh Zayed Road 
+971 4 5076000
info@bagnodesign.ae

Dubai - BAGNODESIGN
Salahuddin Road, Deira
+971 4 239 7466
info@bagnodesign.ae

Dubai - AQUAZONE
Umm Suqeim St 
800 AQUA(2782)
info@aquazone.ae

London - SANIPEX A & D GALLERY
648 Kings Road, Chelsea
+44 2075536999
info@sanipexgroup.co.uk

Mauritius - BAGNODESIGN
Centre Commercial Emerald Park, Trianon Quatre Bornes
+230 4646684
info@bagnodesignmu.com

Muscat - BAGNODESIGN
Al Ghubra Street
+968 92806644
v.venugopal@kr.om

Ras Al Khaimah - BAGNODESIGN
Next to FAB Bank, Sheikh Muhammad Bin Salem Road
+971 7 2357809
info@bagnodesign.ae

Riyadh - BAGNODESIGN
Hattin Area, Exit 1, Al-Thaghir Plaza
+966 583545488
info@sanipexsaudi.com

Sharjah - AQUAZONE
Shop No.6, Al Benna Centre King Faisal Street 
+971 6 559 2147
info@aquazone.ae

www.sanipexgroup.com
SPX-BLS-2021A3-A-WH


